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Abstract—Minimum power required to achieve a distortion-
noise profile, i.e., a function indicating the maximum allowed
distortion value for each noise level, is studied for the transmis-
sion of Gaussian sources over Gaussian channels under a regime
of bandwidth approaching zero. A simple but instrumental lower
bound to the minimum required power for a given profile is
presented. For an upper bound, a dirty-paper based coding
scheme is proposed and its power-distortion tradeoff is analyzed.
Finally, upper and lower bounds to the minimum power is
analyzed and compared for specific distortion-noise profiles,
namely rational profiles with order one and two.
Index Terms—Bandwidth compression, distortion-noise pro-
file, fidelity-quality profile, joint source-channel coding, power-
distortion tradeoff, power-limited transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the classical scenario of lossy transmission
of a Gaussian source over an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel, where the channel input constraint is on
power. We also do not assume any feedback in our system
model. When the channel noise variance N is fixed, it is
well-known (thanks to the famous separation theorem) that the
minimum distortion that can be achieved with input power P
is given by
Dκ =
1(
1 + PN
)κ (1)
where κ is the bandwidth factor (with a unit of channel uses
per source symbol).
In this work, however, we instead consider the scenario
where N is not known at the transmitter (but known at the
receiver as usual) and can assume any positive value N > 0.
The system is to be designed to combat the unknown level of
noise and comply with a distortion-noise profile Dκ(N), i.e.,
achieve
Dκ(N) ≤ Dκ(N)
for all N > 0, while minimizing its power use, where Dκ(N)
denotes the achieved distortion at noise level N . This setting
reflects a very adverse situation in which even though the
channel may be originally of very high quality (N ≈ 0), it
could be suffering from occasional interferences of a wide
spectrum of noise levels (including N  0).
This scenario was previously tackled in [16] in the context
of infinite bandwidth, i.e., κ → ∞, where energy naturally
replaces power as the currency (see [9], [10], [11], [12], and
[13] for other work on energy-distortion tradeoff). Here, we
address the other extreme, where the bandwidth is severely
limited, i.e., κ ≈ 0. This near-zero bandwidth condition might
arise in cases where too many devices (e.g., in Internet-
of-Things networks) share the same communication medium
through multiplexing (e.g., TDMA, FDMA, etc.) Part of the
theoretical and intellectual appeal, admittedly, is also the
fact that performance of achievable schemes and converses
simplify as κ→ 0.
Now, it should be clear that at κ = 0, there could be no
communication, and as a result the squared error distortion is
exactly 1 (assuming a unit variance source). Therefore, using
a first order approximation with respect to κ, we expect the
distortion to behave as
Dκ(N) ≈ 1 + κ dDκ(N)
dκ
∣∣∣∣
(κ=0)
when κ is small but non-zero1. Thus, the quantity of interest
throughout the paper will be the fidelity the coding scheme
achieves, defined as the negative slope of the distortion at
κ = 0, i.e.,
F (N) = − dDκ(N)
dκ
∣∣∣∣
(κ=0)
.
It will also prove more convenient to describe the fidelity as a
function of quality level Q = 1N , i.e., as F (Q). Our goal then
is to analyze the minimum power needed to achieve a given
fidelity-quality profile F(Q), i.e., to ensure
F (Q) ≥ F(Q) .
We derive a family of lower bounds to the minimum
achievable power for a general profile F(Q), and discuss
certain profiles in more detail. Specifically, we show that
(i) the optimal scheme for rational profile with order one
is simple uncoded transmission, and (ii) establish upper and
lower bounds on the minimum energy for rational profile with
order two2.
One of the similar universal coding scenarios in the lit-
erature is given in [2], where a maximum regret approach
for compound channels is proposed. The objective in their
scenario is to minimize the maximum ratio of the capacity to
the achieved rate at any noise level. Other related work in the
literature includes [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], and [8]. We will
explain some of these in details in section III.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section is devoted to preliminaries and notation. In Section III,
we review the related work. In Section IV, a simple lower
bounds on Pmin(F) is derived. Finally, in Section V, we
analyze rational fidelity-quality profiles of order one and two
and propose upper and lower bounds for them.
1The derivative is always negative as the distortion can only be improved
with positive bandwidth.
2We refer to F(Q) = αQ
1+αQ
and F(Q) = αQ2
1+αQ2
for some α as rational
profiles with order one and two, respectively.
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II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION
Let Xn be an i.i.d. unit-variance Gaussian source to be
transmitted over an AWGN channel V m = Um+Wm, where
Um is the channel input, Wm ∼ N (0, NIm) is the additive
noise, and V m is the observation at the receiver.
Definition 1. A pair of distortion-noise profile Dκ(N) and
power level P is said to be achievable if for every  > 0,
there exists (m,n), an encoder
fm,n : Rn −→ Rm ,
and decoders
gm,nN : R
m −→ Rn
for every 0 < N <∞, such that
m
n
≤ κ+ 
together with
1
m
E
{||fm,n(Xn)||2} ≤ P + 
and
1
n
E
{||Xn − gm,nN (fm,n(Xn) +WmN )||2} ≤ Dκ(N) + 
with WmN being the i.i.d. channel noise with variance N .
For a given function Dκ, the main quantity of interest would
be
Pmin(Dκ) = inf{P : (Dκ, P ) achievable}
with the understanding that Pmin(Dκ) =∞ if there is no finite
P for which (Dκ, P ) is achievable.
As mentioned in the Introduction, we investigate this prob-
lem at the extreme of κ→ 0, in which case no distortion level
less than 1 can be achieved for any N , and the problem as it
is stated becomes trivialized. We instead look into what can
be achieved for near-zero κ in terms of how fast the distortion
decreases as a function of κ for all levels of noise N > 0, or
equivalently, for all levels of quality Q = 1N .
Definition 2. A pair of fidelity-quality profile F(Q) and power
level P is said to be achievable if for every  > 0, there exists
an achievable (Dκ, P ) for all 0 ≤ κ <  such that
F(Q) = −
dDκ( 1Q )
dκ
∣∣∣∣∣
(κ=0)
.
Note that Dκ(N) needs to be differentiable at κ = 0. Also,
Pmin(F) is similarly defined as
Pmin(F) = inf{P : (F , P ) achievable} .
III. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the previous work.
In [1], the tradeoff between the distortion when the channel
quality is good versus bad is investigated for transmission
of memoryless Gaussian sources over channels with additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). They propose novel schemes
for 12 ≤ κ ≤ 1 and 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2 achieving nontrivial tradeoffs
outperforming all known schemes.
In [6], lossy transmission of a memoryless bivariate Gaus-
sian source over a bandwidth mismatched AWGN channel
with two receivers is studied. The authors show that their
scheme for bandwidth compression outperforms the HDA
coding scheme of [14] if their proposed conjecture (supported
by numerical observations) is indeed true.
In [7], the problem of broadcasting a Gaussian source to
two users over an AWGN channel is considered. A framework
is developed which shows a duality between source-channel
coding schemes for bandwidth expansion (κ > 1) and those
for bandwidth compression (κ < 1). The authors then utilized
the bandwitdh expansion scheme proposed by Reznic, Zamir,
and Feder in [15] to develop achievable schemes for κ < 1.
The authors also provide an analysis of performance of source-
channel coding schemes in the presence of a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) mismatch.
In [8], three hybrid digital-analog (HDA) systems for the
transmission of Gaussian sources over AWGN channels under
bandwidth compression are studied. Upper bounds on the
asymptotically optimal mean squared error distortion are cal-
culated for both matched and mismatched channel conditions.
As we discussed previously, we target robust communica-
tion with noise variance N is unknown at the transmitter. At
a first glance, it seems that we can employ the results in the
aforementioned work to obtain achievability results simply by
letting κ → 0. However, they all are limited to those values
of N for which at least one digital layer would be decoded
(i.e., N ≤ N1 for some N1), and sacrifice the distortion when
N > N1 . We instead need a scheme which can operate at all
noise levels N > 0. Towards that end, we develop our own
achievability schemes.
IV. A LOWER BOUND ON Pmin(F)
An immediate lower bound on Pmin(F) follows from (1).
Despite its simplicity, it will be instrumental in the sequel.
Lemma 1.
Pmin(F) ≥ sup
Q>0
exp(F(Q))− 1
Q
. (2)
Proof: From (1), it follows that for any fixed N0, the
distortion Dκ(N0) achieved by any scheme with bandwidth κ
has to satisfy
Dκ(N0) ≥ 1(
1 + PN0
)κ . (3)
Defining Q0 = 1N0 and
F (Q0) = −
dDκ
(
1
Q0
)
dκ
∣∣∣∣
(κ=0)
,
we can approximate (3) around κ ≈ 0 as
1− κF (Q0) ≥ 1− κ ln (1 + PQ0) .
Since Q0 > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that (F , P ) is achiev-
able only if
F(Q) ≤ ln(1 + PQ)
for all Q > 0. The result (2) then follows by rearranging.
V. ANALYSIS FOR SPECIFIC PROFILES
A. Rational Profile with Order One
Consider the fidelity-quality profile given as
F(Q) = αQ
1 + αQ
. (4)
In what follows we show that a simple uncoded transmission
in fact achieves Pmin(F), and therefore is optimal.
Lemma 2. Pmin(F) = α for the profile given in (4).
Moreover, uncoded transmission with m = 1 and
U =
√
α
n
n∑
t=1
Xt (5)
achieves the minimum power.
Proof: Clearly, uncoded transmission as described in (5)
uses a bandwidth factor of κ = 1n , and expends power α.
It can easily be shown that the resultant expected distortion
given by
Dκ(N) = 1− κ α
α+N
for any κ ≥ 0 and N > 0, translating into
F (Q) = −
dDκ(
1
Q )
dκ
∣∣∣∣∣
(κ=0)
=
αQ
1 + αQ
for all 0 < Q <∞. Since this coincides (and hence complies)
with F(Q), we conclude that Pmin(F) ≤ α.
To show that Pmin(F) ≥ α, it suffices to use the lower
bound (2):
Pmin(F) ≥ sup
Q>0
exp(F(Q))− 1
Q
= sup
Q>0
exp
(
αQ
1+αQ
)
− 1
Q
≥ lim
Q→0
exp
(
αQ
1+αQ
)
− 1
Q
= lim
Q→0
α exp
(
αQ
1+αQ
)
(1 + αQ)2
= α .
Lemma 2 may not be surprising as the profile F(Q) in
(4) is “tailored” to the performance of uncoded transmission.
Nevertheless, just as in the energy-distortion context in [16], it
is a somewhat surprising example where uncoded transmission
is optimal in any context other than matched bandwidth
scenarios.
B. Rational Profile with Order Two
In this section, we consider the fidelity-quality profile given
as
F(Q) = αQ
2
1 + αQ2
. (6)
We begin by lower bounding Pmin(F). According to (2),
we can write
Pmin(F) ≥ sup
Q>0
exp
(
αQ2
1+αQ2
)
− 1
Q
. (7)
Unfortunately, it is not easy to solve the optimization problem
in (7) analytically. Therefore, we solve it numerically and plot
it as a function of α in Figure 1.
Towards developing an achievable scheme for the profile
Pmin(F), and therefore obtaining an upper bound for it,
we first show that it is not possible to achieve Pmin(F)
using purely uncoded transmission. That is because uncoded
transmission with power P , as analyzed in Lemma 2, would
achieve a fidelity of PQ1+PQ . Thus, P needs to satisfy
PQ
1 + PQ
≥ αQ
2
1 + αQ2
(8)
for all Q > 0, which simplifies to P ≥ αQ. But this is not
possible with a finite P .
To remedy this, we propose a hybrid scheme with one digital
and one analog transmission layer. We describe it for any fixed
κ = mn , but then specialize its performance to m = 1 and
n → ∞, and thus to κ → 0. We divide the available power
as P = Pa + P1, where Pa and P1 are the power levels of
the analog and digital layers, respectively. For any (m,n), we
treat Xn and Um as super symbols in our mapping of long
source blocks of length nl onto channel words of length ml,
where l is large enough to approach the Shannon limits. We
quantize Xnl using to the super-letter distribution
Xn = Sn1 + E
n
1
with Sn1 ⊥ En1 . Note that this constrains the covariance
matrices of En1 and X
n such that
0 ≤ CEn1 ≤ CXn .
We assume that CXn = I which gives us the following
constraint,
0 ≤ CEn1 ≤ I. (9)
Now, we use an m× n matrix K to transmit Xn using
Uma = KX
n
such that
1
m
E[‖Uma ‖2] =
1
m
Tr(KKT ) = Pa
Let Uml1 denote the codeword for conveying S
nl
1 such that
1
m
E[‖Um1 ‖2] = P1.
This codeword is superimposed on Umla using dirty-paper
coding where Umla is treated as channel state information (CSI)
known at the encoder.
Let V ml = Umla + U
ml
1 +W
ml
N be the received vector. We
designate a noise threshold N1 such that if N ≤ N1, the digital
information (i.e., the quantized block Snl1 ) is successfully
decoded, and otherwise reconstruction should rely purely on
analog information.
Thus, for N > N1, the MMSE estimator is given by
Xˆn = A1V
m = A1(U
m
a + U
m
1 +W
m
N ),
where
A1 = CXnVmC
−1
Vm
CXnVm = K
T
C−1Vm =
(
KKT + (P1 +N)I
)−1
. (10)
The corresponding distortion is given by
D(N) =
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[(Xt − Xˆt)2]
=
1
n
[
Tr(CXn)− Tr(A1KCXn)
]
=
1
n
[
n− Tr(KT (KKT + (P1 +N)I)−1K)]. (11)
For N ≤ N1, on the other hand, one can conclude using
standard arguments in dirty-paper and Wyner-Ziv coding that
to be able to transmit Snl1 successfully to the receiver, we need
m
2n
log
(
1 +
P1
N1
)
≥ 1
n
I(Xn;Sn1 |V m)
=
1
n
[I(Xn;Sn1 )− I(V m;Sn1 )]
=
1
n
[h(Xn)− h(En1 )− h(V m) + h(V m|Sn1 )]
=
1
2n
log
det(CnX) det
(
KCnE1K
T + (P1 +N1)I
)
det
(
CnE1
)
det(KCnXK
T + (P1 +N1)I)
=
1
2n
log
det
(
KCnE1K
T + (P1 +N1)I
)
det
(
CnE1
)
det(KKT + (P1 +N1)I)
. (12)
The resultant MMSE estimator is given by
Eˆn1 = A2V˜
m = A2(U
m
1 +KE
n
1 +W
m
N ),
where
A2 = CEn1 V˜m
C−1
V˜m
CEn1 V˜m
= CEn1K
T
C−1Vm =
(
KCEn1K
T + (P1 +N)I
)−1
. (13)
The corresponding distortion is given by
D(N) (14)
=
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[(E1t − Eˆ1t)2]
=
1
n
[
Tr(CEn1 )− Tr(A2KCE1n)
]
=
1
n
[
Tr(CEn1 )
−Tr(CEn1KT (KCEn1KT + (P1 +N)I)−1KCEn1 )] .
(15)
The scheme described up until this point is general enough
to be used for any bandwidth factor κ (in fact, even for
bandwidth expansion). The next theorem states achievable
fidelity levels as a function of quality Q when κ→ 0.
Theorem 1. The pair (F , P ) is achievable if there exists a
triplet (Pa, P1, Q1) such that P = Pa+P1 and F (Q) ≥ F(Q)
where
F (Q) =
{
PaQ
1+PQ 0 < Q < Q1
ln(1 + P1Q1) +
PaQ
1+PQ Q ≥ Q1
.
Proof: Let m = 1 and therefore κ = 1n in the scheme
described above. We also choose
K =
[
k k · · · k ]
and CnE1 = σ
2
1In with some σ
2
1 ≤ 1 to be specified below.
The distortion in (11) then simplifies to
D(Q) = 1− κ PaQ
1 + PQ
for all 0 < Q < Q1, resulting in
F (Q) = −dD(Q)
dκ
∣∣∣∣
κ=0
=
PaQ
1 + PQ
. (16)
On the other hand, for Q ≥ Q1, (15) and (12) reduce to
D(Q) = σ21(1− κ
σ21PaQ
1 + (σ21Pa + P1)Q
), (17)
and
1 + P1Q1 ≥ 1 + (σ
2
1Pa + P1)Q1
(σ21)
n(1 + PQ1)
(18)
respectively, where n = 1κ . It is straightforward to show that
D(Q) in (17) is increasing in σ21 . Thus, the minimum D(Q)
is achieved by minimum σ21 satisfying (18). For convenience,
let β = σ21 and rewrite (18) as
fn(β) = β
n(1+PQ1)(1+P1Q1)−βPaQ1−(1+P1Q1) ≥ 0.
Since fn(0) < 0 and fn(1) > 0, there has to be a 0 < β∗n < 1
such that fn(β∗n) = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to show that
β∗n is unique and β
∗
n → 1 as n → ∞. Therefore, we can
approximate β∗n as the solution to
fˆn(β) = β
n(1+PQ1)(1+P1Q1)−PaQ1− (1+P1Q1) = 0
instead. It can therefore be seen that β∗n ≈ a
1
n for very large
n, where
a =
1
1 + P1Q1
.
In fact, simply choosing βn = a
1
n readily satisfies fn(βn) ≥ 0
for all n, so we do not need to make this approximation more
precise mathematically.
We can then rewrite (17) as a function of κ as
Dκ(Q) = a
κ
(
1− κ a
κPaQ
1 + (aκPa + P1)Q
)
for small κ. Hence,
F (Q) = −dDκ(Q)
dκ
∣∣∣∣
κ=0
= ln(1 + P1Q1) +
PaQ
1 + PQ
. (19)
Bringing together (16) and (19) finishes the proof.
We would like to draw the parallel to the achievable
scheme presented in [16] in the context of energy-distortion
tradeoff. In the achievable scheme we presented, there is a
persistent behavior of PaQ1+PQ , very much like the piecewise
linear behavior in the energy-distortion case. This behavior
is disrupted by a “jump” of magnitude ln(1 + P1Q1) after
Q = Q1, also as in the energy-distortion case.
Figure 2 depicts how the proposed achievable scheme can
potentially comply with the rational profile F(Q) of order
two, with properly chosen (Pa, P1, Q1). We next show this
can indeed be done. For 0 ≤ Q < Q1, we need
PaQ
1 + PQ
≥ αQ
2
1 + αQ2
which can be simplified to
Pa ≥ αQ+ αP1Q2 .
Since the right-hand side is increasing in Q, it suffices to have
Pa ≥ αQ1 + αQ21P1 . (20)
On the other hand, for Q ≥ Q1, we must satisfy
ln(1 + P1Q1) +
PaQ
1 + PQ
≥ αQ
2
1 + αQ2
or rearranging, Pa ≥ g(Q) with
g(Q) =
[
αQ2
1+αQ2 − ln(1 + P1Q1)
]
(1 + P1Q)
Q
[
1
1+αQ2 + ln(1 + P1Q1)
] .
Since finding the maximum of g(Q) over Q ≥ Q1 ana-
lytically seems difficult, we upper bound it as z(Q) ≥ g(Q)
where
z(Q) =
αQ2(1 + P1Q)
αQ3 ln (1 + P1Q1)
=
1
ln (1 + P1Q1)
(
1
Q
+ P1
)
(21)
Since z(Q) is decreasing for Q ≥ Q1, Pa ≥ z(Q) is the same
as
Pa ≥ 1
ln (1 + P1Q1)
(
1
Q1
+ P1
)
(22)
Combining (20) and (22), we obtain
Pa ≥ max
[
1
ln (1 + P1Q1)
(
1
Q1
+ P1
)
, αQ1 + αQ
2
1P1
]
(23)
as the minimum possible Pa for any choice of (P1, Q1). Since
this maximum is finite, it is indeed possible to achieve F(Q)
using the proposed hybrid scheme.
By searching through the space of P1, Q1 > 0, we obtained
the minimum possible P = Pa+P1 as a function of α, which
is depicted in Figure 1. The gap between the lower and upper
bounds appear to saturate to a constant around 13dB.
Figure 1. Lower and upper bounds to P (in dB) as a function of α.
Figure 2. The achieved fidelity F (Q) versus F(Q) = αQ2
1+αQ2
.
C. Extension of the Achievable Scheme to K Layers
The proposed hybrid scheme can be extended into multiple
layers of digital information by simply quantizing the quan-
tization error from the previous round and building a coding
hierarchy where the kth layer “sees” the channel words of the
layers below it as noise and above it as interference that can
be canceled by virtue of dirty paper coding. Each layer k will
bring about a similar jump in the fidelity at some quality level
Qk. Due to lack of space, we only provide the corresponding
F (Q). For 0 < Q < Q1,
F (Q) = d0
∆
=
PaQ
1 + PQ
.
For Qk ≤ Q < Qk+1, and 1 ≤ k < K,
F (Q) = dk
∆
= dk−1 + ln
(
1 + (
∑K
i=k Pi)Qk
1 + (
∑K
i=k+1 Pi)Qk
)
Finally, for Q ≥ QK ,
F (Q) = dK
∆
= dK−1 + ln
(
1 + PKQK
)
. (24)
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